WORD SCRAMBLE

DIRECTIONS
Unscramble the words from Old English origins below.

- WTTELAS: Wattles
- UCCTHL: Clutch
- FAREMS: Frames
- VGOLSE: Gloves
- PTRYET: Pretty
- HADCE: Ached
- ELTF: Left
- LIPS: Lisp
- WMIS: Swim
- PREO: Rope
- HOSE: Shoe
- RATHTO: Throat
- EMSMIHRY: Shimmery
- UGOCTLNI: Clouting
- OFRTY: Forty
- SOTEHR: Throes
- MAFO: Foam
- HSCEPE: Speech
- LDISE: Slide
- OLRF: Floor